
Y
ou fly business class not because 

you can afford it but because 

you can’t afford to land up not 

firing 100 percent. You stay at a five-star 

hotel not because it is a status symbol, 

but because it’s a productivity suite.  

And you drive a Mahindra Xylo not 

because you want to flaunt your wealth, 

but rather it’s a reflection of your intellect.

Powering the Xylo is a 2498cc mEagle 

CRDe engine churning out 112bhp of 

pure adrenaline. Tap the throttle and the 

intercooler spools the Xylo to 60kph in 

just 5.8 seconds. A dual pilot injection 

adds to the fun. 

The Xylo is bristling with technology. 

The Digital Drive Assist system beams 

up every bit of information you might 

need like current mileage, gear, distance 

to empty,  even internal and external 

temperatures and humidity. 

The Xylo’s cavernous cabin is detailed 

to make you comfortable like no saloon 

can. For example, the flatbed front seats 

let you travel fully stretched, like a bed. 

The seats themselves have three-position 

lumbar support that makes long drives 

so much more comfortable. Adding to 

your comfort is the surround cool dual 

AC, with its individual AC vents, to ensure 

uniform cooling in every corner of the car. 

The Mahindra Xylo is full of 

clever ideas. Like under-seat storage 

compartments. Perfect for those 

sneakers you might want to carry along. 

Want to catch up on that long overdue 

presentation on the way to office? Plug 

the laptop into the charging point. 

Feeling peckish? A quick bite or drink on 

the go is now that much easier thanks 

to the foldable flight trays that open up 

from the rear of the front seats. Music? 

A 2-DIN system with a wide range of 

data input options from SD cards to USB 

drives to even an aux-in facility, and it 

plays MP3 discs too. Reversing into a 

tight space? The sensors of the Intellipark 

reverse assist warn you when the vehicle 

comes within 120cm of any object. 

Safety doesn’t take the back seat in 

this car. The Xylo is equipped with ABS 

to enable you to keep control of the car 

during emergency braking on slippery 

surfaces. But should the worst happen, 

the toughened steel body is designed to 

disperse crash energy across the frame 

and away from the interior. Special 

crumple zones further enhance the safety 

of those inside. And then there are the 

dual SRS airbags for the front seats to save 

lives in the event of frontal impact. 

Spec to spec, feature to feature, the 

Mahindra Xylo packs in more than any 

other vehicle in its class. More comfort, 

more joy, more value. Check the facts out 

for yourself at your nearest Mahindra 

showroom. And then do what you do best. 

Make the right decision. 

‘Spec 
to spec, 
feature  
to feature, 
Mahindra 
Xylo 
packs 
in more 
than any 
other 
vehicle in 
its class.’
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